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HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF NARK 15 SLUGS FOR DIFFERENT
BONDING CONDITIONS

INTRODUCTION

The limits parameters for Mark 15 operationl assume that
the core and cladding are adequately bonded. No allowance is made
for a nonbond in calculating the burnout risk 2 (BOR), which is
consistent with other slug type assemblies at SRP. poor bonds
cause peaks in the heat flux from slugs which adversely affect
BOR . A new test for bond quality in the 300 area, however,
indicates that the initial run of Mark 15 outer slugs did have
poor bond around the endcap region. A model was developed to
determine the changes in the heat transfer characteristics of the
Mark 15 outer slug for the poor bonds seen in the 300 area tests.

a

suMMARY

A numerical heat transfer model based on the HEATING53
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conduction code was
endcan of the outer
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developed to analyze poor bonding around the
Mark 15 sluq. An analytical model could not

be de~eloped because of non-uniform heat generation
and the arrangement of the various materials in the
geometry. For the conservative case where the poor
extends 1.5 in. from the endcap, is 0.5 roils thick,
as aluminum oxide, the heat flux peak in 2.6%. The
BOR for this case is negligible and will not reduce
durinq the July, 1983 irradiation. Re?.UltS for air

in the core
cylindrical
bond region
and is modeled
increase in
reactor power
gaps are also

inclu~ed; howe~er, they are not considered reasonable poor bond
cases because the 300 area inspection tests can detect slugs with
air gaps.

DISCUSSION

Background

Tests in the 300 area indicate that the bond at the
nickel-aluminum interface on the outer Mark 15 slugs has a low
tensile strength. This poor bond region occurs around the endcap
region and is attributed to poor diffusion between the aluminum
can and nickel plate during the hot die sizing process.

Figure 1 shows the region characterized by a poor bond.
Analysis by a microprobe, electron microscope, and stud pull

tests indicate that the oxide layer thickness is negligible (less
than 0.01 mil in the poor bond region).

An oxide layer thickness of up to 0.5 mil has been found in
some slugs, but these slugs had been rejected during the normal
inspection process conducted in the 300 area. The problem is how
to model the poor bond region where the thermal conductivity
values are expected to be less than the values for a pure
metal-to-metal contact. Since the maximum poor bond width on
rejected slugs was on the order of 0.5 roils, the maximum value for
a poor bond width in the model was assumed to be 0.5 roil. More
typical width values in Figure 1 would be less than 0.5 roils. The
material in the poor bond region was assumed to be either aluminum
or uranium oxide.

In the results section, poor bond widths were assumed to be
either 0.5 roils or 0.25 roils for different Z values and oxide
types with different poor bond scenarios. The poor bond region in
Figure 1 is composed of three separate areas. The different poor
bond scenarios assumed

o All three poor bond regions present.

o The poor bond region on only the outer core
circumference or on only the top of the core.
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0 Poor bond regions on both the inner and outer
circumferences.

Additional results are also presented where the poor bond region
is actually an air gap for a variety of gap thicknesses, Z values,
and region combinations. The air gap cases are unrealistic since
the normal inspection process would eliminate these slugs before
they were put into the reactor.

The numerical model will predict conservative, i.e.,,higher
than expected, hot spots because

o The poor bond regions extend around the entire core
circumference. Destructive tests on the Mark 15 outer
slugs indicate that this situation rarely happens.

o Poor bond widths are assumed to be either 0.25 roils or 0.5
roils. Widths of ths magnitude would not pass the quality
control tests in the 300 area. More realistic widths are
less than 0.1 roils.

Figure 2 shows the expected heat flow path out of an outer
slug for.a good and poor bond. In this figure, the magnitude of
the heat flow is represented by the boldness of the arrows. The
good bond case shows larger heat flow paths towards the top of the
core, which is expected because of the increased heat generation
in this region. For the poor bond case, the poor bond region
inhibits heat flow. As a result, the heat flow through the poor
bond area is small. As shown in Figure 2, the heat flow from the
uPPer core region moves down the core and around the lower end of
the poor bond region. The peak heat flux will generally occur on
the clad surface at the lower end of the poor bond region. The
peak in heat flux moves above the lower poor bond boundary when
the poor bond width is small enough that the resistance to heat
flow becomes negligible.

Numerical Model

The outer Mark 15 slug is a simple cylinder with an aluminum
clad surrounding a uranium core. Due to symmetry, only half of
the cylinder needs to be m~deled. The computer model was
developed for the HEATING5 computer code. HEATING5 is a
general purpose heat conduction code capable of handling a variety
of standard geometries. Figure 1 shows the upper half of a
standard Mark 15 outer slug. This slug was initially modeledz
without the poor bond regions to determine the heat flux peak due
to the Wilkins effect.

The heat generation in the slug varies 4 radially and
axially. As seen in Figure 1, the core was divided into five
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regions which are numbered. Table 1 lists the variation in heat
generation for these five regions normalized with respect to the
axial midplane of the slug. Table 2 lists the relative power of
each region.

Table 3 lists the thermal conductivities that were used.
Since the value for aluminum oxide was reported as 1.3 ~ 0.2, the
lowest (conservative) value of 1.1 was used. The thermal
conductivity for uranium ‘oxide, U02, is temperature dependent
and decreases with increasing temperature. Results lndlcate U02
is less than 200”c; the U02 thermal conductivity value in Table
3 is conservative.

Two checks on the validity of the numerical results are

o Increase the number of nodes

o A more stringent error criteria

The numerical results for the Figure 1 geometry were obtained for
1053, 1092, 1242, and 2652 nodes. Negligible differences in the
maximum core and clad surface temperatures were obtained for the
different meshes. The error crit~ria is

Ti - Ti_l
error =

Ti-1

where
T = temperature at ith iteration

The error criteria is calculated for each node.
error criteria, the HEATING5 code iterates until

For a given
the maximum error

criteria for all the nodes is less than the specified error
criteria value in the input data. The error criteria in this
study was varied from 10-7 to 10-9 with no changes in the
predicted temperatures.

Due to symmetry, the heat transfer from the midplane in
Figure 1 is zero. Since slugs are placed on top one another in
the reactor, no heat transfer occurs off the endcap. As a result,
the only heat transfer from the slug in Figure 1 is off the inner
and outer slug surfaces. The boundary conditions ~nc~;~ ~iner and
outer slug surface were determined from the CREDIT
assuming a nominal assembly power.

Table 4 lists the channel coolant temperatures and convection
heat transfer coefficients for the two assembly powers considered
in this study. Initially, the 6.12 MW power was chosen because it
is a representative Mark 15 assembly power. The 7.82 MW power

u
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represents an assembly comprised of 18 slugs, each running at the
power of the hottest slug in the reactor.

The numerical model considers heat generation as varying both
radially and axially. Because of this treatment, the hot spot
factors in this document can be thought of as increases in the
Wilkins effect. when calculating the new BOR curves, the only
change in the input data is to increase the uncertainty due to the
Wilkins effect.

Results

For the good bond case, Figure 3 shows temperatures at

various points in the r-z plane. The maximum core temperature is
236°, which occurs in the upper region of the core. The location
in all the figures of the maximum core temperature is OnlY an
approximation as this temperature does not always occur in the
same location. The maximum inner and outer slug surface
temperatures, 135°c and 136”c, are shown because the increase in
the-hot spot’is related to these

where

Ts =

Tc =

Tsw =

h=

(T - Tc)h
.Hot Spot = ,-s - ,k

temperature values by

Maximum surface temperature for the poor bond
scenario

Coolant channel temperature

Maximum surface temperature for the standard
case, which considers the Wilkins effect

Convection coefficient

The convection coefficient is a function of the coolant and metal
surface temperatures. The two h values in the previous equation
were assumed to be equal because of the small differences in the
surface temperatures for the realistic poor bond scenarios. The
160”c and 161°C temperatures in Figure 3 represent the core
temperature at the closest node to the maximum slug surface
temperatures. When comparing the numbers for this node for the
various cases, true comparisons should only be based on runs with
the same number of nodes. For cases with more nodes, the core
node represented by 155°C in Figure 6 is closer to the aluminum
clad than the 160”c node in Figure 3, which is for a 1092 node
case. The inner and outer slug surface temperatures in Figure 3
are not expected to be equal because
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0 The channel coolant temperature and convection heat
transfer coefficient on the inner and outer surfaces are
not equal.

o The heat generation is non-uniform in both the axial and
radial directions.

The upper half of the slug in Figure 1 is 4.36 in. long. In
the various poor bond cases considered, only the upper portion
(maximum Z is 1.5 in.) of the slug is altered. Because of the
high convection heat transfer rates, perturbations to the heat
transfer characteristics of the upper region of the core are
smoothed out in relatively short distances from the poor bond
regions. All the cases which were considered verified this
reasoning. The midplane temperatures - 134”c, 231”c, and 135°c in
Figure 3 - were unchanged for all the cases. Figures 4 and 5 show
the variation in inner slug surface temperature for four different
poor bond scenarios.

Figures 6 and 7 show the temperature differences for the 6.12
MW and 7.82 MW slug powers. Using the poor bond region in these
two figures is the most restrictive of the region combinations
considered because this case produces the worst (highest) hot spot
factors. The poor bond parameters in both figures are identical
and in the same column to enable quick comparisons between the two
figures. The cases for air as the gap material are intended to
show the dramatic increase in hot spot factor when air is present.
Assuming aluminum oxide as the gap material is also conservative
since all the tests on Mark 15
outer slugs indicate that if any oxide is present for these gap
widths, it is uranium oxide with a thermal conductivity of 3.15
pcu/hr-ft-°C. Higher conductivity values in the poor bond region
permit more heat flow off the outer slug surface, which lowers the
hot spot factor on the inner surface. The temperature
distributions in Figure 5 are for the 0.5 mil cases of Figure 6.

The small differences in the hot spot factors for Figures 6
and 7 show that the variation in slug power has little effect on
hot spot value. The hot spot values are based on the maximum
surface temperatures which are shown in Figures 6 and 7. For
example, the maximum surface temperature for the 0.5 mil aluminum
oxide case in Figure 6 is 137”C. The relative ranking of the hot
spot factors in Figure 6 and 7 are physically realistic since

o Larger gaps result in larger hot spot values.

o A lower thermal conductivity material (lar9er resistance
to heat flow) results in larger hot spot values.

._
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Figures 8 and 9 are for two additional poor bond
combinations. The hot spot values in these cases are lower than
the values in Figure 6, which is at the same 6.12 MW power, for
similar poor bond parameters.

Figures 10 and 11 show hot spot factors for a variety of poor
bond scenarios. The only realistic case in these figures is the
0.5 mil nickel oxide case of Figure 11. Since the thermal
conductivity of nickel oxide could not be found, its value was
conservatively estimated to be 0.3 pcu/hr-ft-”C. This value is
well below the conductivity values for uranium oxide and aluminum
oxide. As a result, if nickel oxide was actually present the
temperatures in Figure 11 for this case would be higher than what
would actually occur.

In Figures 10 and 11, radiative heat transfer across the air
gap was permitted except where noted. The radiative heat transfer
was modeled by

QR = F12EIE2u(T!- T:)
. hr(Tf - T~)

where

QR = radiative heat transfer
F12 = shape factor = 1

cl = emissivity of oxidized uranium, equal 0.5

=2 = emissivity of oxidized aluminum, equal 0.2
u = Stefan-Boltzman constant, 0.1714 Btu/hr-0R4-ft2

hr = radiative’heat transfer coefficient inPut into.
HEATING5

Tl = core temperature
T2 = aluminum clad temperature

No radiative heat transfer was permitted across the air gaps in
Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 13 shows the effect of permitting an air gap across
the top of the core around the entire slug circumference. The
effect is negligible which is not unexpected since no heat
transfer is permitted off the slug endcap. The air gap in Figure
13 is insulating a portion of the slug which does not have much
heat flow.

In comparing the maximum core temperatures in Fi9ures 6-11,
no unusual (unrealistic) temperatures were calculated by the
model. The following generalizations are helpful in these
comparisons:
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0 Lower Z values cause lower core temperatures.

o Larger gap widths cause higher core temperatures.

o Lower thermal conductivities cause higher core
temperatures.

o More poor bond regions cause higher core temperatures.
For example, Figure 6 has one poor bond region while
Figure 10 has two regions.

In summary, the maximum hot spot factor for a realistic poor
bond scenario (no air) is 1.026 from Figure 7. Allowing for some
uncertainty in this value, the Wilkins effect uncertainty values
were increased by 3% (hot spot of 1.03) and a new burnout ‘isk
curve was calculated. Figure 12 shows the Mark 15 BOR curves from
Reference 7 and the new BOR curve for the outer surface of the
inner slug. The increase in burnout risk is very small and will
not reduce reactor power for the July, 1983 irradiation if it is
necessary to use MK-15 slugs with poor bonds of the type
analyzed.
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TABLE 1

AXIAL HEAT GENERATION IN THE OUTER MARK 15 SLUG

Distance From
Midplane, in.

0.0.
0.54

1.36
‘1.90

2.45
2.99

3.53
3.80

4.08
4.21

1

1.0000
1.0005

1.0031
1.0066

1.0119
1.0196

1.0320
1.0471

1.0673
1.1003

Normalized Heat Generation
RegiOn

2 3 4 5— — — —

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
1.0006 1.0006 1.0006 1.0006

1.0032 1.0032 1.0032 1.0032
1.0065 1.0065 1.0064 1.”0063

1.0116 1.0114 1.0111 1.0111
1.0188 1.0184 1.0183 1.0181

1.0304 1.0296 1.0292 1.0292
1.0444 1.0413 1.0350 1.0390

1.0657 1.0629 1.0566 1.0516
1.1014 1.0987 1.0878 1.0736
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TABLE 2

RADIAL HEAT GENERATION IN THE OUTER MARK 15 SLUG

- Normalized Value

1 1.0033

2 1.0000

3 1.0116

4 1.0372

5 1.0807



TABLE 3

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES

Thermal Conductivity
Material pcu/hr-ft-°C

Aluminum 120

Aluminum Oxides 1.1

Uranium 17

Uranium oxide 6 at 300”C 3.15

Air 0.0303

Nickel oxide O*3*

I *Estimated by taking the thermal conductivity for pure nickel
538”c and dividing by 100. The 100 factor is the ratio of

I aluminum and aluminum oxide thermal conductivity values.

at
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I TABLE 4

CONVECTION BOUNDARY

Assembly Coolant Temperature, “C
Power Inner Outer

6.12 89 84

7.82 95 88

CONDITIONS

Convection coe ficient,
5pcu/hr-ft -“c

Inner Outer

7132 6062

7650 6428
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FIGURE 1

SCHEMATIC OF OUTER 14ARK 15 SLUG
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FIGURE 3

TEMPERATU~ MAP FOR A NORMAL SLUG
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FIGURE6

TEMPERATUREMAP FOR 6,12MW POWERWITHONE
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FIGURE7

TEMPERATUREMAP FOR7,82MW POWERWITHONE
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FIGURE8

TEMPERATUREMAP FOROXIDESWITHTHREE
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FIGURE9
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FIGURE 12

BURNOUT RISK CURVES
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FIGURE13
TEPIPERATUREMAP FOR 7,82 MW POWER
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CENTERLINE POWER= 7,82 MW
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